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Advanced functions solutions
Functional foremanship is a factory management technique that advocates for having multiple foremen in different, specialized roles. Traditionally, factories had just one foreman who would oversee operations. This foreman was the only direct contact for factory workers. Frederick Winslow Taylor, the famous engineer who revolutionized scientific
management around the end of the 19th century, found a major flaw in this system. When he listed all of the qualities a successful foreman would need, he realized that no one person could possibly have every single one. Thus, the concept of functional foremanship was born. Functional foremanship is a factory management technique that advocates
for having multiple foremen in different, specialized roles. Each foreman is responsible for one specialty and needs to have all of the qualities and expertise necessary to carry out that one task. In a factory, the foreman acts as the on-site manager, responsible for overseeing operations, managing employees and controlling production. This is quite a
tall order to fill. Taylor, who spent his life studying the science of workplaces, realized that it was too large a job for just one person. Bringing in multiple, specialized foremen would ensure that all factory operations were covered optimally. Under functional foremanship, each foreman is responsible for one specialty and needs to have all of the
qualities and expertise necessary to carry out that one task. Taylor proposed having eight foremen in total; four foremen for planning and four for production. The eight specialized foremen together co-manage all of the factory workers. They report to one factory manager, who has the bird’s-eye view of operations. This manager is responsible for
overseeing the eight foreman and for ensuring that they’re properly managing the factory workers, as well as fulfilling their own specialized roles. Under functional foremanship, there are four types of planning foreman: Instruction Card Clerk: Drafts instructions for the workers so they understand their individual jobs and tasks. Route Clerk: Lays out
the sequence of operations and determines the route through which materials should be processed. Time and Cost Clerk: Sets the schedule for completion of the project and prepares a budget for how much it will cost. Disciplinarian: Makes rules and regulations and ensures the orderly performance of factory jobs. Four types of production foreman
are set out in the functional foremanship technique: Speed Boss: Guarantees timely work from the factory employees and minimizes production delays. Gang Boss: Arranges materials, machines and tools so they’re always ready for the workers who will be using them. Repair Boss: Assures proper maintenance of machines and tools, and maintains the
overall work worthiness of the factory. Inspector: Oversees the quality of the product made by the workers. Velo is a full-stack development platform that empowers you to rapidly build, manage and deploy professional web apps.Web modules are exclusive to Velo and enable you to write functions that run server-side in the backend, and easily call
them in your client-side code. With web modules you can import functions from backend into files or scripts in page code or public files, knowing they will run server-side in the backend. Velo handles all the client-server communication required to enable this access. See the advanced tip below if you want to know how this communication is
handled.Advanced: How Web Modules Work - Behind the ScenesWhen you import a web module on the client-side you get a proxy function to the web module function. This proxy function uses an XMLHttpRequest to invoke the function in the backend. The runtime listens to those invocations and calls the appropriate function.The arguments and
return value are serialized using JSON.When to Use Web ModulesWeb module functions contain code you would typically want or need to run in the backend. Your code may have security risks if it runs in the frontend, or you may want to access other web services. For example, let's say you want to enable your site visitor to send an email via a thirdparty provider. You would write your function that sends the email in the backend, like this:// Filename: backend/sendEmail.jsw (web modules need to have a *.jsw* extension) import {fetch} from 'wix-fetch'; // wix-fetch is the API we provide to make https calls in the backend const API_KEY = "the api key for the backend service that sends email";
export function sendEmail (address, subject, body) { return fetch(" + API_KEY, { method: 'post', body: JSON.stringify({address, subject, body}) }).then(function(response) { if (response.status >= 200 && response.status < 300) return response.text(); else throw new Error(response.statusText); }); };You need this code to run in the backend for two
reasons:It includes your API key to the third-party service, which you don't want to expose in the client.You are calling a third-party web service, which you can only do in the backend because of cross-origin resource sharing (CORS).You would then import the function from your web module into your frontend file and use it:import {sendEmail} from
'backend/sendEmail.jsw'; export function sendButton_onClick(event) { sendEmail( $w("#addressInput").value, $w("#subjectInput").value, $w("#bodyInput").value) .then(function() { console.log("email was sent"); } ); }Using Web Module Functions in BackendYou can import a web module function into another module in backend.Calling a Function in
a Web ModuleUnlike regular modules that allow you to export functions, objects, and other items, you can only export functions from web modules. Web modules also always return a promise. This is true even if, in the implementation of the function, it returns a value. For example, if your web module function returns a value, like this:// Filename:
aModule.jsw (web modules need to have a *.jsw* extension) export function multiply(factor1, factor2) { return factor1 * factor2; }When you call the function, it still returns a promise that resolves to the value. So you need to use it like this:import {multiply} from 'backend/aModule'; multiply(4,5).then(function(product) { console.log(product); // Logs:
20 });Debugging Web ModulesYou can log messages to the console in web modules and they will be displayed in the client's console log, even though the code is running in the backend.Web Module PermissionsBecause Web Modules allow you to call your backend code from the frontend, it's important that you limit which visitors can access their
functionality by setting their permissions. See About Web Module Permissions to learn more.Previously published at Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Official Close 6/25/2021 NAS Loading.. Date Open Close Daily High Daily Low Price change over selected period: 0% 0 2021 Revenue 111 Dividend
1.00 Dividend Yield (in %) 13.87 % EPS 4.95 P/E Ratio 1.46 EBIT 26 EBITDA - Net Profit 93 Net Profit Adjusted - Pre-Tax Profit 117 Net Profit (Adjusted) - EPS (Non-GAAP) ex. SOE - EPS (GAAP) 4.95 Gross Income 59 Cash Flow from Investing 96 Cash Flow from Operations -14 Cash Flow from Financing - Cash Flow per Share - Free Cash Flow - Free
Cash Flow per Share - Book Value per Share - Net Debt - Research & Development Exp. 1 Capital Expenditure 0 Selling, General & Admin. Exp. - Shareholder’s Equity 414 Total Assets - Previous Quarter Current Quarter Next Quarter Current Year ending 12/31/16 Next Year ending 12/31/17 Earnings Estimates No. of Analysts - - - 1 1 Average
Estimate - - - 1.560 USD 1.290 USD Year Ago - - - - 1.560 USD Publish Date - - - - - Revenue Estimates No. of Analysts - - - 1 1 Average Estimate - - - 60 USD 37 USD Year Ago - - - - 60 USD Publish Date - - - - - * Average Estimates in Million (e.g. Revenue) or per share (e.g. Dividend). Source: FactSet *Price and Yield of the Respective Date Add
instrument to watchlist 7.10 7.09 131.17 M 18.86 M -4.78 93.38 4.95 Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc. is a holding company, which engages in the provision of environmental and emission control equipment to power generation industry. It operates through the Refined Coal and Advanced Purification Technologies. The Refined Coal segment
includes Tinuum Group, Tinuum Services, and GWN Manager. The Advanced Purification Technologies segment refers to the sale of Activated Carbon Injection and Dry Sorbent Injection equipment systems, chemical sales, consulting services, and other sales related to the reduction of emissions in the coal-fired electric generation process and the
electric utility industry. The company was founded in 1996 and is headquartered in Greenwood Village, CO. Risk Moody’s Daily Credit Risk Score is a 1-10 score of a company’s credit risk, based on an analysis of the firm’s balance sheet and inputs from the stock market. The score provides a forward-looking, one-year measure of credit risk, allowing
investors to make better decisions and streamline their work ow. Updated daily, it takes into account day-to-day movements in market value compared to a company’s liability structure. Owner in % Freefloat 93.38 Alta Fundamental Advisers LLC 10.72 Alta Fundamental Advisers LLC 10.70 Franklin Mutual Advisers LLC 9.04 Adage Capital Partners
GP LLC 5.13 Adage Capital Management LP 5.12 Apollo Management IV LP 4.86 Apollo Capital Management LP 4.86 Vanguard Group, Inc. (Subfiler) 4.72 The Vanguard Group, Inc. 4.65 MFP Investors LLC 4.31 BlackRock Fund Advisors 3.69 Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC 3.14 Franklin Mutual Ser. Fds. - Quest Fund 3.07 Vanguard Total Stock Market
Index Fund 2.87 Shareholder percentage totals can add to more than 100% because some holders are included in the free float. Clayton Kershaw racked up a season-high 13 strikeouts over eight dominant innings, and Zach McKinstry hit a grand slam in the second inning of the Los Angeles Dodgers' 7-1 victory over the Chicago Cubs on Sunday night.
Cody Bellinger homered in his second straight game and drove in three runs in the Dodgers’ third consecutive win over Chicago after four Cubs pitchers combined for a no-hitter in the series opener Thursday. Kershaw (9-7) lasted just one inning at Wrigley Field last month in the shortest start of his 14-year career, but the 33-year-old left-hander was
spectacular in the rematch.Australia's COVID-19 response committee is due to hold an emergency meeting on Monday as outbreaks of the highly contagious Delta variant across the country prompted a lockdown in Sydney and renewed restrictions elsewhere. Around 18 million Australians, or around 70% of the population, are now under some form
of lockdown or COVID-related restrictions as officials grapple with COVID-19 flare-ups in almost every state or territory."I think we are entering a new phase of this pandemic, with the mor(Bloomberg) -- South Africa’s President Cyril Ramaphosa raised the nation’s coronavirus alert status to its second-highest level, banning all gatherings and closing
schools for two weeks.Australia’s New South Wales state recorded 18 new local cases as Sydney remains in lockdown. Hong Kong suspended vaccinations, just days after its inoculation rate hit a record, as a black rainstorm hit the financial hub while a cluster at Singapore Changi General Hospital doubled to 10 cases.China’s influence oThe BET
Awards 2021 air on Sunday at 8 p.m. ET/PT across BET, BET Her, Logo, MTV, MTV2, TV Land and VH1. Taraji P. Henson is hosting the event live from the Microsoft Theater in downtown Los Angeles after the ceremony went virtual in 2020. The annual awards celebrate the year in Black music, TV, film, sports and social […](Bloomberg) -- Asia stocks
were steady Monday with investors weighing the pace of economic recovery against more potent Covid-19 strains and central banks mulling stimulus reductions. The dollar edged higher with Treasury yields.Australia underperformed amid stricter curbs to stem the spread of the more potent Delta Covid-19 variant. Japan was little changed and China
opened steady. U.S. futures fluctuated. The S&P 500 had its best week since February, with financial and retail shares beating thOlympic fencing has long been dominated by Europe but the tide may turn at the Tokyo Olympics with South Korea presenting a line-up of strong players who could put Asia on the map. Although South Korea will miss out
on the team foil events, it will compete in all 10 other competitions at the Olympics. And with some strong players who have beaten reigning Olympic champions, they may be well on their way to their own gold medals.(Bloomberg) -- Oil edged higher ahead of an OPEC+ meeting later this week at which the alliance is forecast to announce supply
increases that won’t be enough to keep pace with the global energy demand recovery.Futures in New York traded above $74 a barrel after closing up 1% Friday. The alliance, which gathers Thursday, will boost output by 550,000 barrels a day in August, according to a Bloomberg survey. However, that’s barely a quarter of the global supply deficit
that OPEC+ itself anticipatesIt is called modern pentathlon but it is the old guard looking poised to go out in a blaze of glory at the Tokyo Olympics and usher in a new vibrant made-for-television era for the sport as it undergoes an overhaul for the 2024 Paris Games. Modelled after the skills of the ideal soldier, modern pentathlon is the only sport
created especially for the modern Olympics when it was introduced by Baron Pierre de Coubertin in Stockholm in 1912 and has remained relatively unchanged ever since. Originally modern pentathlon's five events; pistol shooting, epee fencing, freestyle swimming, show jumping, and a cross-country run were contested over four days.Sport climbing
debuts at the Olympics next month in a controversial combined format requiring athletes to excel in three radically different disciplines to secure a single gold medal on offer to each gender. Athletes compete across three disciplines: speed, which is a vertical sprint, bouldering, which requires power and problem solving, and lead climbing, a test of
endurance. Gold will go to the climber with the lowest combined score, a multiplication of their rankings in each of the three disciplines.The ceremony returned with an in-person event in Los Angeles.The death toll has climbed to nine from the partial collapse of a 12-story condominium building in Surfside, Florida, as a massive search and rescue
mission continued into its fourth day on Sunday, officials said. Four more bodies were recovered overnight from the rubble of the Champlain Towers South condominium that buckled and gave way into a pancaking catastrophe around 1:30 a.m. on Thursday as many residents were asleep, Miami-Dade Mayor Daniella Levine Cava said at a news
conference Sunday morning. Cava said additional human remains have also been recovered and DNA testing will be required to identify those remains.Triathlon's young guns went into lockdown gently knocking at the elite door but emerged by smashing it off its hinges and storming through to totally change the sport's landscape heading into the
Tokyo Olympics. All professional sport takes place against the backdrop of a constant shedding of ageing performers, nudged off stage by impatient new arrivals, but the absence of any meaningful competition in triathlon for so long has meant the changes have appeared magnified and dramatic. They were brought into the sharpest of focus at the
Leeds leg of the World Championship Series on June 6 when some of the biggest names in the sport were left as also-rans and ideas about who would be the favourites in Tokyo had to be quickly reassessed.Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo has left Chicago's game against the Los Angeles Dodgers with tightness on the left side of his lower back. Rizzo
came out in the fourth inning Sunday night. Rizzo also couldn't make a difficult scoop on a low throw from shortstop Javier Báez, prolonging the second inning.South Korea will look to extend its reign as the dominant force in archery at the Tokyo Olympics and will target a ninth successive gold in the women's team event. Having won 23 golds, nine
silvers and seven bronze medals, South Korea is by far the most successful nation in archery in Olympic history. It has claimed a clean sweep in the women's team event since it was introduced in 1988, and won all four gold medals at Rio 2016 in the men's and women's team and individual events.Alter Ego Celestè were joined by Open III finalist
Galaxy Racer as well as The Impaler, OG Aqua, Kid Mai Ork, Aricat Aresta, Dynasty Arise, and Asteria.British travellers to Portugal who are not fully vaccinated against coronavirus must quarantine for 14 days on arrival from today. Anyone travelling to mainland Portugal by air, land or sea, will have to prove they have had two doses of a COVID-19
vaccine at least two weeks ago, or have to isolate. The new rules, introduced by the Portuguese government, come into effect on Monday and will last until at least 11 July.(Bloomberg) -- U.S. forces conducted airstrikes against Iranian-backed militia groups blamed for drone attacks on U.S. personnel and facilities in Iraq, according to the Defense
Department.The strikes were aimed at “operational and weapons storage facilities at two locations in Syria and one location in Iraq,” both of them close to the border between the two countries, Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby said in a statement. Several Iran-backed militias used the facilities, he said.President JoeWhen a sport has over a
century of meticulous records and gold medals can be decided by a thousandth of a second, times matter, but carbon shoe technology has trampled all over that tradition and left fans unable to quantify what they are seeing. In the early years of Nike's carbon-planted, thick-soled Vaporfly revolution, most of the disquiet was about perceived inequality
as some athletes had access to shoes that undoubtedly improved performance while others did not. Predictably, most of the other major manufacturers have now come up with their own version of a carbon shoe, which, although seemingly levelling the playing field at the elite level at least, has now led to concern about how to get any historical
perspective of performance.The company, which New York prosecutors are probing over its financial dealings, has until Monday to persuade them against filing criminal charges.Oil prices climbed to highs last seen in October 2018 on Monday as the United States and Iran wrangled over the revival of a nuclear deal, delaying a surge in Iranian oil
exports, while investors eyed the outcome of the OPEC+ meeting this week. Oil prices rose for a fifth week last week as fuel demand rebounded on strong economic growth and increased travel during summer in the northern hemisphere, while global crude supplies stayed snug as the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and
their allies maintained production cuts. OPEC+ meets on July 1 and could further ease supply cuts in August as oil prices rise on demand recovery.
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